
EBU Tournament Review

Event: Seniors Congress Date: 21.10.14 Venue: Holiday Inn, Birmingham
TD's: Gordon Rainsford, Stuart Davies, John Haslegrave, Neil Morley, John Pyner,

Maggie Payner
Did you enjoy the event?

Very much 28 Yes 59 No 2

In principle how likely are you to enter this event again (assuming same format etc)

Definitely would 33 Probably 41 Unlikely 13 Not 3

Reasons for would not: Poor Hotel x2

Please mark only the aspect of the event which were 'excellent' and those which 'require
improvement'

Excellent Improvement
39 Venue 21
32 Playing conditions 33
36 Schedule 20
48 Competition format 7
65 Directors/Organisation 7
32 Catering/refreshments 37
49 Pre-congress service 6

Would you have preferred (choose any which apply):

Earlier start 28 Earlier finish 32 Longer intervals 1

Later start 0 Later finish 0 Shorter intervals 33

Do you think it a good idea to reduce the entry fee by 15% in 2015 and offer no prize money?

Yes 53 No 23

Total Returns 91
Number of attendees 312

Comments
Very cramped with bridge tables too close together x12
Catering poorly organised with long queues for food and drink x12
Hotel staff were very friendly and helpful x5
More options needed on Tournament Review form x4
All EBU events are too expensive x4
Yes, reduce the entry fee but still offer prizes x4
The food was not very hot x3
Seemed like there were too many TD's x3
We were able to get a better rate booking direct with the hotel than by
booking through Bridge Overseas x3
The hotel were unable to cope with the number of players x3
Needed a break Saturday afternoon - 33 boards too much for oldies x3
The buffet needed reorganising with separate queues for starters and main courses x3
Event brochure information should include directions, parking information and transport
from station etc x2



There were no waste bins in the playing room x2
Suggest awarding money prizes for 1st and 2nd then wine and chocolates x2
Prefer the venue at Daventry x2
Don't like booking with Bridge Overseas or their cancellation policy x2
Nowhere to walk to or eat nearby x2
Gave up with the queues for food and missed a meal x2
The A and B finals should be held in separate areas x2
Parking arrangements were awful - needed clarification on which car park to use x2
Lowering entry fees and increasing prizes would attract more players x1
The single occupancy supplement was steep x1
Don't think that we should have to pay to use car park x1
Ladies Room was a disgrace, lights not working and no water at basins x1
Hotel bedrooms needed refurbishment and beds were very small x1
Did not like screen with scrolling score in playing area, should be outside x1
Would not come to this hotel again x1
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